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ABSTRACT
Filamentary structures are ubiquitous in high-mass star-forming molecular clouds. Their relation with high-mass star formation
is still to be understood. Here we report interferometric observations toward 8 filamentary high-mass star-forming clouds. A total
of 50 dense cores are identified in these clouds, most of which present signatures of high-mass star formation. Five of them are not
associated with any star formation indicators, hence are prestellar core candidates. Evolutionary phases of these cores and their
linewidths, temperatures, NH3 abundances, and virial parameters are found to be correlated. In a sub-sample of 4 morphologically
well-defined filaments, we find that their fragmentation can not be solely explained by thermal or turbulence pressure support.
We also investigate distributions of gas temperatures and non-thermal motions along the filaments, and find a spatial correlation
between non-thermal linewidths and star formation activities. We find evidence of gas flows along these filaments, and derive
an accretion rate along filaments of ∼10−4 M yr−1. These results suggest a strong relationship between massive filaments and
high-mass star formation, through i) filamentary fragmentation in very early evolutionary phases to form dense cores, ii) accretion
flows along filaments that are important for the growth of dense cores and protostars, and iii) enhancement of non-thermal motion
in the filaments by the feedback or accretion during star formation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Galactic wide surveys from MSX, Spitzer and Herschel
space telescopes reveal filamentary structures in massive
molecular clouds (Carey et al. 1998, 2000; Churchwell et al.
2009; Molinari et al. 2010; André et al. 2010). These fil-
aments usually extend &1 pc, contain &103 M of dense
gas, and break into massive fragments along their major axes
(Jackson et al. 2010; Contreras et al. 2013; Li et al. 2016)
where signatures of embedded high-mass (>8 M) proto-
stars have been found (Wang et al. 2006; Schneider et al.
2010; Nguyen Luong et al. 2011; Busquet et al. 2013). The
ubiquity of such structures has stimulated discussion on how
massive filaments are related to high-mass star formation
(Myers 2009, 2013, 2017; André et al. 2014; Smith et al.
2014, 2016).
To efficiently investigate high-mass star formation in fil-
aments, it is necessary to resolve filaments to ∼0.1 pc, the
spatial scale of dense cores, and combine kinematics infor-
mation from spectral lines with reliable dense gas column
densities from dust emission. This will allow us to study star
formation activities embedded in dense cores and their rela-
tion to the environment in filaments. Such high spatial reso-
lution observations toward massive filaments are still rare and
mostly focused on case studies toward infrared dark clouds in
very early evolutionary phases (e.g., Wang et al. 2011, 2014;
Peretto et al. 2013; Henshaw et al. 2014; Beuther et al. 2015;
Zhang et al. 2015; Ohashi et al. 2016; Busquet et al. 2016).
These observations have found several key features of
massive filaments that distinguish them from low-mass
(.102 M) filaments in nearby molecular clouds. Gas mo-
tions in low-mass filaments are in general subsonic (Pineda
et al. 2011; Hacar & Tafalla 2011), hence these filaments
are velocity coherent and turbulence has been dissipated.
Massive filaments, on the other hand, usually present strong
turbulence and powerful outflows, suggesting ongoing dy-
namical processes (Wang et al. 2011, 2014; Zhang et al.
2015). Low-mass filaments have been well characterized by
an isothermal cylinder supported by thermal pressure (Pineda
et al. 2011; Hacar & Tafalla 2011; Hacar et al. 2016). Mas-
sive filaments are unlikely to be solely supported by thermal
pressure, and additional support by turbulent pressure or
magnetic field may be required (Wang et al. 2011, 2014;
Beuther et al. 2015; Contreras et al. 2016). Signatures of
gas flows along filaments have been found, indicating accre-
tion rates orders of magnitude higher than those in low-mass
filaments (Peretto et al. 2013; Henshaw et al. 2014; Zhang
et al. 2015). These results suggest that massive filamentary
infrared dark clouds, dominated by turbulent motions, are
the cradle of high-mass stars and clusters.
Despite the progress on observations of filaments in very
early (prestellar) evolutionary phases in the infrared dark
clouds, how massive filaments evolve through the proto-
stellar phase is less well understood. At early evolutionary
phases, turbulence in the environment may not be dissipated
yet and the role of protostellar feedback is not well charac-
terized. Whether protostars would keep accreting from fil-
aments as they evolve is also to be explored. So far, case
studies of star-forming massive filaments with high spatial
resolution observations have only been done toward several
nearby prototypical clouds (e.g., Orion A: Takahashi et al.
2013; Kainulainen et al. 2017) and further away massive
clouds at late evolutionary phases such as H II regions (e.g.,
Galván-Madrid et al. 2010, 2013; Liu et al. 2012b). A sys-
tematic study of a sample across protostellar phases is still
missing.
To investigate the relation between filaments and high-
mass star formation across a variety of evolutionary phases,
we set out to study a sample of massive filaments mostly in
protostellar phases, i.e., when high-mass protostars are al-
ready present. This will enable us to examine turbulence,
protostellar feedback, and accretion in filaments across the
star formation history.
1.1. Target Selection
Our recent Very Large Array (VLA) NH3 survey towards
62 high-mass star-forming regions resolved ubiquitous fila-
mentary structures (Lu et al. 2014). The filaments have typi-
cally lengths of&1 pc, widths of∼0.2 pc, and show coherent
velocities within ranges of±2 km s−1. They often break into
a chain of NH3 emission peaks along their major axes, some
of which are associated with massive protostellar objects re-
vealed by infrared point sources or masers. We compiled a
sample of 8 molecular clouds from this survey, as listed in
Table 1 and shown in Figure 1. These 8 clouds are optimized
for our study because:
1) The VLA NH3 emission exhibits filamentary structures
with aspect ratios of >5, hence they are all typical filaments.
2) They are all luminous (∼104 L) and massive
(&103 M), with sufficient mass reservoir for high-mass
star formation. Given the large luminosities, they should
already harbor protostellar objects, although prestellar cores
may still exist inside the clouds.
3) Their distances are∼4–5 kpc, allowing for uniform spa-
tial resolutions in a single observational setup.
In the rest of the paper, we use the abbreviated names of
clouds, e.g., I18308 for IRAS 18308−0841.
1.2. Structure of the Paper
We introduce our interferometer observations as well as
archived single-dish dust continuum observations in Sec-
tion 2. Then in Section 3, we outline the results of the ob-
servations, including the SMA dust emission, the VLA cen-
timeter continuum emission, and molecular lines obtained by
the SMA and VLA. In Section 4, we identify dense cores
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Figure 1. VLA NH3 maps of the 8 clouds. Background three-color images show Spitzer 3.6 µm (blue), 4.5 µm (green), and 8.0 µm (red)
emission. Contours show integrated intensities of the VLA NH3 (1, 1) main hyperfine component, with the white dotted loop in each panel
showing the VLA primary beam size (Lu et al. 2014). Contour levels are in steps of 20 mJy beam−1 km s−1. Contours outside of the primary
beam are suppressed. The cyan stars mark locations of dense cores detected with the SMA in this paper, with the cyan dashed loop showing
FWHM of the SMA mosaic field. Synthesized beams of the VLA observations are shown in the lower-left corner of each panel.
based on the SMA dust emission and derive their physical
properties, and discuss their high-mass star formation activ-
ities in Section 5. In Section 6, we select 4 morphologically
well-defined filaments and discuss their fragmentation, lon-
gitudinal gas properties, and accretion. We summarize the
paper and reach our conclusions in Section 7.
2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
2.1. Submillimeter Array (SMA) Observations
The Submillimeter Array (SMA; Ho et al. 2004)1 was used
to observe the 8 clouds at 1.3 mm in the compact and sub-
compact configurations. The baseline lengths range from
1 The SMA is a joint project between the Smithsonian Astrophysical Ob-
servatory and the Academia Sinica Institute of Astronomy and Astrophysics,
and is funded by the Smithsonian Institution and the Academia Sinica.
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9.5 m to 87 m. Each cloud was mosaiced with 2 to 5 point-
ings to cover the filamentary structures seen in the VLA NH3
maps (see dashed loops in Figure 1).
As shown in Table 2, the observation campaign was car-
ried out in four years, during which the correlators of the
SMA kept evolving. We used a fixed local oscillator (LO)
frequency of 224.9 GHz for all observations. The interme-
diate frequencies (IFs) of the observations are listed in the
note under Table 2. In the observations up to 2015 Apr 10,
the Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) correlator
covers 216.9–220.9 GHz and 228.9–232.9 GHz in the lower
and upper sidebands, respectively, leading to a total band-
width of 8 GHz. In the observations from 2015 Apr 13 on-
ward, the SMA Wideband Astronomical ROACH2 Machine
(SWARM) correlator operates in parallel with the ASIC cor-
relator. In the last observation taken on 2016 May 19 with the
largest bandwidth (ASIC plus SWARM, but half of SWARM
bandwidth cover the same IF range as ASIC), the correla-
tors cover 208.9–220.9 GHz and 228.9–240.9 GHz, leading
to a total bandwidth of 16 GHz. Note that by the time of
this submission, the ASIC correlator on the SMA has been
decommissioned and the SWARM correlator is in full op-
eration to provide a maximum bandwidth of 32 GHz in the
dual-receiver mode.
The SMA data were calibrated using the IDL superset
MIR2. The calibrated data were inspected with MIRIAD
(Sault et al. 1995), and imaged with CASA 4.7.2 (McMullin
et al. 2007). The ASIC data have a uniform channel width
of 0.812 MHz (1.1 km s−1 at 1.3 mm). The SWARM data,
with a uniform channel width of 76.1 KHz (on 2015 Apr 13),
or 101.5 kHz (between 2015 Jun and 2016 Feb), or 140 kHz
(in 2016 May), were smoothed before calibration by a factor
of 8 to a final channel width of 0.609 MHz, 0.812 MHz, or
1.120 MHz to roughly match with that of the ASIC data.
We used multi-frequency synthesis to select all line-free
channels, including the SWARM data when present, to im-
age the 1.3 mm continuum. Spectral lines were split from the
continuum-subtracted visibility data and were imaged sepa-
rately with a uniform channel width of 1.1 km s−1. To bet-
ter recover the diffuse emission, we applied the multiscale
CLEAN algorithm in CASA to both continuum and spec-
tral lines. After trying several combinations, we selected
the multiscale parameters of pixel numbers [0, 4, 12, 40],
corresponding to angular scales of [0′′, 3.′′2, 9.′′6, 32′′]. For
both continuum and spectral lines, in particular the 12CO and
13CO lines, we noted that significant negative clean compo-
nents could be derived in the largest angular scale (32′′), so
we set the parameter negcomponent in the CLEAN task in
CASA to 1, to stop the iteration when any negative clean
2 https://www.cfa.harvard.edu/ cqi/mircook.html
component was detected in the largest angular scale. We used
the Briggs weighting with a robustness of 0.5 for CLEAN.
The image root-mean-square (RMS) and beams are listed
in Table 3. The on-source time for the first 4 clouds is longer
than that for the next 4 clouds, leading to better spectral line
sensitivity at the same channel width. Meanwhile, the con-
tinuum bandwidth for the next 4 clouds is in general larger,
thanks to the addition of the SWARM correlator, leading to
similar continuum sensitivities for all the 8 clouds. Typical
beam size of continuum images is 3.′′5×3.′′0 (equivalent to
0.07 pc×0.06 pc at a distance of 4 kpc) and typical RMS is
1.0 mJy beam−1 measured toward regions with no continuum
emission. Typical RMS of spectral line images is 40 (for the
first 4 clouds) or 80 (for the next 4 clouds) mJy beam−1 in
1.1 km s−1 measured in line-free channels. For both the con-
tinuum and spectral line images, the RMS becomes larger
in the vicinity of the bright sources due to limited dynamic
range.
All the images presented in figures below are without pri-
mary beam corrections to have uniform RMS levels across
maps. When calculating column densities and masses (e.g.,
in Section 4.3), however, we use images after correcting for
primary beam responses in order to obtain the correct fluxes.
2.2. Very Large Array (VLA) NH3 Observations
The NRAO3 Very Large Array (VLA) NH3 (1, 1) and (2, 2)
observations have been used to derive gas temperatures in Lu
et al. (2014). Details of the observations, including obser-
vation dates and calibrators can be found therein. Typical
achieved RMS is 2–3 mJy beam−1 in 0.62 km s−1, with a
beam size of 5′′×3′′.
Here we took the NH3 (1, 1) and (2, 2) data of the 8 clouds,
to study kinematics in filaments and derive temperatures of
dense cores. In addition, we fit zeroth-order continuum from
the NH3 (2, 2) images, which have more line-free channels
than NH3 (1, 1), using the imcontsub task in CASA, to ob-
tain centimeter continuum images of the 8 clouds. Typical
bandwidth included in the fitting is ∼2 MHz. The resulting
RMS is 0.3–0.9 mJy beam−1, depending on how large the in-
cluded bandwidth is and whether the image is dynamic-range
limited.
Properties of these images are listed in Table 3. The angu-
lar resolutions match well with those of the SMA images.
2.3. Archival Millimeter Continuum Data
In order to obtain total masses of filaments later in Sec-
tion 6.1, we need dust emission observations from single-
dish telescopes that do not suffer from missing the extended
3 The National Radio Astronomy Observatory is a facility of the National
Science Foundation operated under cooperative agreement by Associated
Universities, Inc.
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Figure 2. Images and black contours show the SMA compact+subcompact array 1.3 mm continuum emission. Contour levels are between 5σ
and 30σ in steps of 5σ (1σ=1 mJy beam−1), and above 30σ in steps of 40σ. A dashed contour is also displayed to show the −5σ level. Green
contours show the VLA 1.3 cm continuum emission, starting at 5σ, in steps of 2σ (for all clouds except I18530; 1σ=0.3–0.5 mJy beam−1) or
20σ (for I18530; 1σ=0.9 mJy beam−1). Units of color scales are Jy beam−1. The dashed loop in each panel shows the SMA mosaic field, and
the dotted loop shows the VLA primary beam.
emission that is missed by interferometers. Here we used the
1.2 mm dust continuum data from the MAMBO bolometer
array mounted on the IRAM 30 m telescope, which are pub-
lished in Beuther et al. (2002a). All clouds except I19368 are
included in this survey. The beam size is 11′′, which resolves
filamentary structures in the clouds. For I19368, we chose
the 850 µm dust continuum data from the SCUBA2 bolome-
ter array on the JCMT, published in Eden et al. (2017), which
have a slightly larger beam size of 14.′′4. Note that bolome-
ter arrays filter out extended emission when spatial scales of
structures are comparable to the array field of view (Kauff-
mann et al. 2008), but this is not a significant issue for struc-
tures in our sample that are in general of <1′.
3. RESULTS
3.1. SMA Dust Emission
The SMA 1.3 mm continuum emission maps of the 8
clouds are shown in Figure 2. Compact emission at ∼3′′
angular scales are detected in all clouds. Before using the
1.3 mm continuum emission to trace dense gas, we first dis-
cuss its nature, i.e., whether it is from thermal dust emission
or other sources.
The 1.3 mm continuum emission could have contribution
from free-free emission of H II regions. As shown in Fig-
ure 2, in 5 out of the 8 clouds, centimeter continuum emission
is seen in the VLA observations above the 5σ level, suggest-
ing the presence of free-free emission. For 1.3 mm emis-
sion peaks with likely contribution from free-free emission,
we assumed a flat spectral index from centimeter to 1.3 mm,
and subtracted the flux from their 1.3 mm continuum emis-
sion. The free-free contribution subtracted fluxes are listed in
parentheses in Table 4, which are used to derive dense core
masses in Section 4.3. Weak free-free emission below the
sensitivity of the VLA observations (0.3–0.9 mJy) could ex-
ist, but it will not significantly affect the estimate of dense
core masses given that their 1.3 mm continuum fluxes are all
≥15 mJy.
One of the 1.3 mm emission peaks in I18308 (marked
as I18308-c10 in Figure 5) is associated with a bright in-
frared point source which is identified as an Asymptotic Gi-
ant Branch (AGB) star in Robitaille et al. (2008) (named as
G023.2022+00.0151). We listed its parameters in Table 4,
but excluded it in following discussion.
None of the other 1.3 mm emission peaks have detectable
free-free emission contamination or AGB star counterparts,
therefore they are likely dominated by thermal dust emission.
3.2. VLA Centimeter Continuum Emission
Centimeter continuum emission derived from spectral
baseline fitting of the VLA NH3 data is displayed as con-
tours in Figure 2. In 5 clouds, centimeter continuum emis-
sion is detected above 5σ levels. Strong emission is found
in two clouds, I18530 and I19074, both of which are known
to harbor H II regions (White et al. 2005). The other three
clouds, I18308, I18310, and I19220, show compact emission
associated with 1.3 mm emission peaks. Later in Section 5.1
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we will use the centimeter continuum emission to trace H II
regions embedded in dense cores.
3.3. SMA 1.3 mm Molecular Lines
A number of molecular lines were detected by the SMA
towards the 8 clouds. Typical lines detected with the ASIC
correlator toward a chemical-rich region and a chemical-
quiescent region (I18308-c1 and I18308-c8, respectively, see
Section 4.1) are displayed in Figure 3. A few spectral lines
were also detected in the extra bandwidths covered by the
SWARM correlator, e.g., two CH3OH lines in the lower
sideband and an H2S line in the upper sideband toward a
dense core in I18530. However, as shown in Table 2, we
did not achieve a uniform coverage of the 8 clouds with the
SWARM correlator. Therefore, to obtain a uniform spectral
line dataset across the 8 clouds, we only considered the fre-
quencies covered by the ASIC correlator.
Among the detected lines, we focus on two groups in this
paper: 12CO, SiO, SO, CH3OH, and H2CO are used to trace
potential protostellar outflows (Section 5.2), and H2CO and
CH3OH are used to define velocities of dense cores given
their large critical densities (Section 6.3). The other lines are
also useful for chemistry and kinematic analysis, but are left
for future studies.
3.4. VLA NH3 Lines
Integrated intensities of the NH3 (1, 1) main hyperfine line
in the 8 clouds are presented as contours in Figure 1. In Sec-
tion 4.2, we will use the NH3 (1, 1) and (2, 2) lines to derive
gas temperatures in dense cores. We will also use them to
resolve kinematics in filaments, as shown in the centroid ve-
locity maps in Figure 4 while detailed analysis can be found
in Sections 6.2 & 6.3.
4. PROPERTIES OF DENSE CORES
4.1. Identification of Dense Cores
We identified dense cores based on the dust emission maps.
The maps were not corrected for primary beam responses, in
order to have uniform RMS levels across maps, shown in
Figure 5. Then we obtained fluxes of the identified dense
cores from the maps corrected for primary beam responses.
We identified dense cores at 0.1 pc scales by eyes of the
dust emission, and fit two-dimensional (2-D) Gaussians to
the dense cores using the interactive fitting tool in the CASA
viewer. The identification was done in an iterative way: the
strongest dust emission peak was fit and subtracted; in the
residual image, the remaining strongest dust emission peak
was fit and subtracted, until all peaks above 5σ level and
larger than the synthesized beam were fit. Gaussian fittings
to the identified dense cores are marked by circles in Fig-
ure 5. The dense cores are named as cloud name plus ‘c’
and a number in the order from high to low peak fluxes, e.g.,
I18308-c1.
We noted that toward several dust emission peaks (e.g.,
I18308-c1, I18337-c1), a single 2-D Gaussian is unable to fit
the emission well, and residual emission of the∼5σ level that
is spatially offset from the Gaussian peak is seen. This may
suggest that substructures exist within the identified cores,
and if they are resolved under higher angular resolutions,
multiple Gaussians should be fit to each of them. With the
current angular resolution of 3′′, we cannot resolve any sub-
structures, therefore we only fit single Gaussians.
50 dense cores were identified in the 8 clouds, excluding
the AGB star counterpart I18308-c10. Their coordinates, de-
convolved FWHM sizes, and fluxes after primary-beam cor-
rection are listed in Table 4. As shown later in Section 5,
45 of the identified dense cores turn out to be bona fide
cores which are associated with (UC) H II regions, infrared
sources, or molecular outflows. The remaining 5 identified
dense cores are not yet detected with any star-forming signa-
ture, thus might be candidates of prestellar cores or simply
over-densities of molecular gas flows.
4.2. Gas Temperatures in Dense Cores
We estimated gas temperatures in dense cores using the
VLA NH3 (1, 1) and (2, 2) lines. The temperatures were
then used to calculate core masses below. Linewidths, NH3
column densities, and NH3 optical depths were derived at the
same time.
We extracted the mean NH3 (1, 1) and (2, 2) spectra within
the FWHM of the 2-D Gaussian fit of each core, and fit
them with a customized code pyAmor4. We assumed local-
thermodynamic-equilibrium (LTE) conditions and the same
filling factor for all hyperfine components. The free parame-
ters in the fit are the core velocity Vlsr, the rotational tempera-
ture Trot, the NH3 column density N (NH3), the velocity dis-
persion σv , and the filling factor. The core velocity Vlsr was
first selected by eyes, then was varied within ±0.62 km s−1
(one channel) of the selected value. Model spectra were con-
structed with these parameters. The non-linear least-square
minimization of the difference between the model spectra
and the observed spectrum was implemented with the lmfit
package (Newville et al. 2014), then the parameters of the
best-fit model spectrum were taken to be the best-fit results.
The optical depth at the line center of the main hyperfine
component of NH3 (1, 1), τ(1, 1,m), was derived afterwards
using the best-fit Trot, N (NH3), and σv . An example of the
fitting is shown in Figure 6.
Toward several dense cores, multiple velocity components
in NH3 lines were found. Then we fit two independent mod-
els, each of which was constructed with the parameters listed
in the last paragraph. Two sets of best-fit parameters were
derived, from which we chose the one that has similar Vlsr to
4 https://github.com/xinglunju/pyAmor
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13CO, and C18O lines in the lower panel, clear absorption features are seen due to strong side lobes of the brighter source I18308-c1 nearby.
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Figure 4. Color scales show centroid LSR velocities derived from simultaneous fitting of VLA NH3 (1, 1) and (2, 2) lines. The unit of color
scales is km s−1. Contours show the NH3 (1,1) main hyperfine component integrated intensity, in steps of 15 mJy beam−1. Dotted and dashed
loops are the same as in Figure 2.
dense gas tracers in cores (e.g., H2CO, CH3OH) to calculate
dense core properties.
4.3. Masses, Densities, NH3 Abundances, Virial States
The masses of the dense cores were derived using the fol-
lowing equation:
Mcore = Rg/d
Sνd
2
Bν(Tdust)κν
, (1)
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Figure 5. Dense cores identified in the 8 clouds. Images and contours show the same 1.3 mm continuum emission as in Figure 2. Contour
levels are identical to those in Figure 2, but only the first 6 levels are drawn to avoid obscuring other markers. The blue ellipses mark FWHMs
of 2-D Gaussians fit to the dense cores, which are convolved with synthesized beams. In I18308, I18337, I19220, and I19368, shadowed bars
illustrate the definition of filaments in Section 6.1.
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Figure 6. Fitting results of gas temperatures in I18308-c1 using
the VLA NH3 (1, 1) and (2, 2) lines. Red curve shows the best-fit
model, with the best-fit parameters displayed in the panel.
where Rg/d is the gas-to-dust mass ratio, Sν is the dust emis-
sion flux, d is the distance, Bν(Tdust) is the Planck function
at temperature Tdust, and κν is the dust opacity. We assumed
Rg/d=100, and κν=0.899 cm−2 g−1 (MRN model with thin
ice mantles, after 105 years of coagulation at 106 cm−3; Os-
senkopf & Henning 1994). The kinematic distances were
derived using the rotation curve model in Reid et al. (2009)
(see Lu et al. 2014 for details). The near distance was taken
in case of kinematic distance ambiguity. Under the assump-
tion of LTE, the dust temperatures Tdust were taken to be the
gas temperatures derived from NH3, Trot, in Section 4.2. We
did not use dust temperatures derived from Herschel data be-
cause their angular resolution is not sufficient to resolve the
dense cores, nor did we use gas temperatures based on the
SMA H2CO or CH3CN lines because they usually only probe
the inner, warmer part of dense cores.
After obtaining core masses, we derived mean H2 number
densities in each core, n(H2), assuming that they are spheres
with a radius R estimated from the deconvolved sizes of 2-
D Gaussian fittings using a geometric mean of the two axes.
Then
n(H2) =
3Mcore
4piR3
1
µH2mH
, (2)
where µH2=2.8 is the molecular weight per H2.
The mean H2 column densities of the dense cores are:
N(H2) = Rg/d
Sν
Bν(Tdust)κν
1
Ω
1
µH2mH
, (3)
where Ω is the solid angle of dense cores based on the decon-
volved sizes.
The NH3 abundances, X(NH3), are simply the NH3 col-
umn densities divided by the H2 column densities. Note
that we multiplied the NH3 column densities shown in Fig-
ure 6 by the filling factors, and scaled the H2 column den-
sities listed in Table 4 with the dense core sizes convolved
with synthesized beams, to obtain the source-averaged col-
umn densities.
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Then we derived virial parameters of the dense cores
(Bertoldi & McKee 1992), defined as
α =
5σ2inR
GMcore
, (4)
where σin is the intrinsic one-dimensional velocity dispersion
of the molecule of mean mass, and R is the core radius. The
VLA NH3 lines were used to measure the velocity dispersion
σv (see Section 4.2), then the channel width of 0.62 km s−1
is quadratically subtracted to obtain the deconvolved velocity
dispersion of NH3:
σdeconv,NH3 =
√
σ2v − (0.62 km s−1)2/(2
√
2 ln 2)2. (5)
A 2
√
2 ln 2 factor is included to convert the FWHM width to
the velocity dispersion. Finally σin is derived as:
σin =
√
σ2nth + c
2
s
=
√
σ2deconv,NH3 −
kBTrot
17mp
+
kBTrot
µpmp
,
(6)
where cs=
√
kBTrot
µpmp
is the isothermal sound speed, µp=2.33
is the mean molecular weight assuming 90% H and 10%
He, and 17 is the molecular weight of NH3. As discussed
in Kauffmann et al. (2013), for a self-gravitating, non-
magnetized core, a virial parameter above 2 suggests the
core is unbound and may expand, while one below 2 sug-
gests the core is bound and may collapse. Here we have
ignored any potential rotation of the cores and assumed a
constant radial density profile (see discussion in Liu et al.
2012a, 2015; Feng et al. 2016a).
The derived core masses, densities, column densities, and
virial parameters are listed in Table 4.
4.4. Uncertainties of Dense Core Properties
We quantitatively characterized uncertainties in the derived
temperatures, masses, densities, linewidths, and virial param-
eters of the dense cores.
The fitting errors of gas temperatures derived from NH3
lines in Section 4.2 are displayed in Figure 6. These errors
take the noise in NH3 spectra and uncertainties in the fitting
processes into account. As discussed in Lu et al. (2014), the
flux density scale of the VLA data and the missing fluxes
of the VLA as an interferometer do not affect the derived
gas temperatures, hence the systematic errors are minor. In
general, the temperatures have uncertainties of <5%.
The dense core masses depend on dust opacity, gas-to-dust
mass ratio, temperatures, dust emission fluxes, and distances.
Discussion on how these factors affect the derived masses
can be found in Sanhueza et al. (2017). Here we followed
Sanhueza et al. (2017) to adopt uncertainties of 28%, 23%,
and 15%, respectively, for the dust opacity, gas-to-dust mass
ratio, and dust emission fluxes. The uncertainty in temper-
atures is adopted to be 5%, as mentioned above, provided
no discrepancy between gas and dust temperatures. The un-
certainty in kinematic distances is typically 10% but can be
orders of magnitudes larger (Reid et al. 2009). At last, we
estimated an uncertainty of 44% for the masses, after propa-
gating all errors, which should be a lower limit given poten-
tially larger systematic errors with the assumed dust opacity,
gas-to-dust mass ratio, and distances.
The H2 number density n(H2) has a similar dependence on
the factors as the mass, therefore we adopted the same uncer-
tainty of 44%. The column density N (H2) does not depend
on distances. Its uncertainty is therefore 40%. Uncertainties
for both number density and column density are lower limits.
The fitting errors of linewidths are displayed in Figure 6.
Depending on S/N ratios and numbers of velocity compo-
nents, the uncertainties in linewidths vary from<3% to more
than 10%.
When considering uncertainties in virial parameters, we
adopted a conservative 10% for all linewidths. Then the virial
parameters have an uncertainty of 50%.
5. HIGH-MASS STAR FORMATION IN DENSE CORES
We find signatures of high-mass star formation associated
with the dense cores in the 8 clouds. In addition, based on
their infrared emission and chemical features, high-mass star
formation in the dense cores is at a variety of evolutionary
phases, from prestellar to protostellar and even H II regions.
5.1. H II Regions
As shown in Figure 2, toward several dense cores, com-
pact centimeter continuum emission is detected in the VLA
observations, indicating that the protostars have evolved to
such a late phase that ambient gas is ionized by young stars,
and ultra-compact (UC) H II regions are formed.
Even more evolved phase is found in I19074, where a pc
scale H II region traced by an infrared bubble is detected
(Churchwell et al. 2006, see Figure 1). Four dense cores
seem to surround the H II region. Their star formation may
have been influenced by the H II region.
Here we assume optically thin centimeter continuum emis-
sion and an electron temperature of 104 K, and derive the ion-
izing photon rate of the (UC) H II regions in these clouds, fol-
lowing Mezger et al. (1974). Fluxes of the compact emission
in I18308, I18310, and I19220 are ∼3–5 mJy, corresponding
to ionizing photon rates of 0.7–1.5×1046 s−1. Such photon
rates are consistent with that of a B0.5 type ZAMS (Panagia
1973). The centimeter continuum emission in I18530 and
I19074 is stronger, up to 0.25 and 0.10 Jy, respectively, re-
sulting in photon rates of 5.5×1047 s−1 and 1.5×1047 s−1.
These are consistent with those of a B0 or O9.5 type ZAMS
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(Panagia 1973). Note that these H II regions do not corre-
spond one-to-one to the dense cores. Some of them have
multiple dense core counterparts or are offset from any dense
cores.
5.2. Outflows
We use SiO, 12CO, SO, CH3OH, and H2CO lines to
trace protostellar outflows around dense cores. Figure 7
shows maps of the 12CO and SiO emission toward the 8
clouds, while an interactive version that demonstrates the
3-D position-position-velocity datacubes is available online
to better illustrate potential outflows, which was made with
a customized code TDViz5 utilizing Mayavi for 3-D visu-
alization. Although the 12CO line is brighter than SiO,
its morphology is more complicated due to contributions
from foreground and background gas. For example, as
shown in the interactive version of Figure 7 available on-
line, significant foreground or background gas components
at Vlsr∼100 km s−1 can be seen in the 12CO data toward
I18310 and I18337, which is likely attributed to the Scu-
tum or the 4-kpc arm (Reid et al. 2014). The SiO emission
is weaker but presents a simple morphology, hence reveal-
ing potential bipolar outflows more clearly than 12CO. In
Figure 7, outflow candidates traced by SiO are marked to-
ward I18308-c1, I18308-c4, I18310-c1, I18337-c2, I18337-
c3, I18337-c6, I18530-c1, and I19368-c1. These outflows
are also seen in 12CO. SiO emission seen only in blue-shifted
gas toward several dense cores in I18308, or associated with
no dust emission in I18337, is uncertain for tracing outflows,
although possible counterpart in 12CO emission is observed.
The energetics of these SiO outflows, including their
masses, dynamic ages, and outflow rates, are derived as-
suming LTE and optically thin emission after correcting for
primary beam responses of the SMA. The fractional abun-
dance of SiO to H2 is assumed to be 5×10−10 (Sanhueza
et al. 2012). We also assume that all outflows are parallel to
the plane of the sky, in which case the derived dynamic ages
are lower limits while the derived outflow rates are upper
limits. The derived parameters are listed in Table 5. The
masses of these outflows are a few M and outflow rates are
of order 10−4 M yr−1, both typical for massive outflows in
high-mass star-forming regions (Beuther et al. 2002b; Zhang
et al. 2005). Their dynamic ages, on the other hand, are
of order 103–104 years, suggesting that the protostellar ob-
jects launching these outflows are young. Note that a variety
of SiO abundances from 10−10 to 10−7 has been observed
toward protostellar outflows (see discussion in Feng et al.
2016b). If a larger SiO abundance is adopted, the outflow
masses will be smaller while the dynamic ages are unaf-
5 https://github.com/xinglunju/tdviz
fected. Therefore, the outflow masses as well as the outflow
rates we derived are likely upper limits.
We also note that the SiO outflows seem to be preferably
detected in the most massive cores in each cloud. This may
be explained if the most massive cores evolve faster than the
other cores. Then the more evolved cores are able to drive
high-velocity outflows that can destroy dust grains and pro-
duce SiO molecules.
In several cases, potential bipolar outflows are seen in
12CO but not in SiO, possibly because emission of the latter
is dimmer. Examples can be found in I18460, I19074, and
I19220 in Figure 7. However, close to the systemic velocities
of the sources (e.g., ±5 km s−1), images of 12CO are largely
subject to missing flux and self-absorption. Therefore, within
these velocity ranges, 12CO images cannot achieve a high
intensity dynamic range, and do not provide a high inten-
sity contrast in between outflows and the ambient material.
Outflows which have lower velocities, or those of which the
axes are approximately perpendicular to our line-of-sights,
may not be identified from the observations of 12CO. Alter-
natively, by observing some molecules which are abundant
in warm environment (e.g., SO, CH3OH, H2CO), it may be
possible to spatially resolve outflows which have lower line-
of-sight velocities, or can pick out outflows from the locally
enhanced linewidths (Wright et al. 1996; Liu et al. 2010).
In the following Section 5.4, we look for potential outflows
associated with the infrared dark dense cores traced by 12CO,
SiO, SO, CH3OH, or H2CO lines, to rule out the possibility
of prestellar cores. As shown in Section 5.4 two infrared dark
dense cores do show signatures of outflows hence are likely
protostellar.
In addition to the SMA lines, an H2O maser at 22.2 GHz,
usually excited by outflows in star-forming regions (Elitzur
et al. 1989), is detected towards I18308-c1 (Beuther et al.
2002c). No other masers have been detected in previous ob-
servations toward these 8 clouds (see Table 3 of Lu et al.
2014).
5.3. Hot Molecular Cores
Several dense cores present a variety of 1.3 mm spectral
lines in the SMA observations, including several complex or-
ganic molecules (CH3OH, CH3CN, HC3N). An example has
been shown in Figure 3. These species are usually seen in hot
molecular cores, where feedback from protostars heat ambi-
ent gas in a radius of∼0.01 pc to temperatures of>100 K and
evaporate dust grain surface to release the molecules (e.g.,
Beuther et al. 2006, 2007; Silva et al. 2017). The most ev-
ident hot molecular cores in our sample include I18308-c1
and I18337-c1. Other dense cores may show a few CH3OH
lines but are not detected in weaker lines such as CH3CN.
However, CH3OH has also been detected in quiescent re-
gions (e.g., Sanhueza et al. 2013), hence does not uniquely
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Figure 7. Potential protostellar outflows traced by 12CO and SiO emission. In each panel, the red and blue contours show integrated intensities
of the red and blue-shifted gas components within the velocity ranges listed in Table 5. For I18310 and I18337 where significant foreground or
background 12CO contamination at Vlsr∼100 km s−1 is seen, those velocities are excluded when making the 12CO integrated intensity maps.
Red and blue arrows in SiO maps of I18308, I18310, I18337, I18530, and I19368 show potential outflows. The black stars mark positions of
the dense cores in each cloud. The dashed loops mark the SMA mosaic field. An interactive version of this figure is available in the online
journal and at https://xinglunju.github.io/outflows.html, where 3-D datacubes of 12CO and SiO are presented. In the interactive modules, the
3-D contours of the 12CO data are plotted at the 20σ level, while those of the SiO data are at the 4σ level, where 1σ is 40 mJy beam−1 for the
first 4 sources and 80 mJy beam−1 for the next 4 sources. The 3-D contours are color coded, to show the blue and red-shifted gas components.
Contours on the back sides of the cubes show the SMA 1.3 mm continuum emission, with levels at 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 50, 100, and 150σ
levels, where 1σ is 1 mJy beam−1. White loops on the back sides mark the SMA mosaic field. Black opaque spheres inside the cubes mark the
spatial coordinates and Vlsr (defined by a single Gaussian fitting to the mean H2CO, CH3OH, or C18O spectra of the dense cores) of the dense
cores. The interactive modules can be mouse controlled with pan, zoom, and rotate.
trace hot molecular cores. Therefore, we apply a simplified
criteria of the detection of any characteristic hot core lines
other than CH3OH (e.g., HC3N, CH3CN), and mark the hot
molecular core candidates in Table 6. Some of the hot molec-
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ular cores (e.g., I18308-c1) are already embedded with UC
H II regions.
5.4. Infrared Emission
Embedded protostars heat ambient dust, which then emits
at infrared wavelengths. Infrared emission hence is often
used to characterize star formation activities in molecular
clouds. Here we focus on three infrared wavelengths: the
4.5 µm and 24 µm emission from the Spitzer space telescope,
and the 70 µm emission from the Herschel space telescope.
The 4.5 µm and 24 µm maps are retrieved from the Spitzer
Heritage Archive hosted in the NASA/IPAC Infrared Science
Archive. The 70 µm maps are retrieved from the Hi-GAL
Catalogs and Image Server hosted in the ASI Science Data
Center6.
Extended 4.5 µm emission has been suggested to trace
shocked gas in outflows (Qiu et al. 2008; Cyganowski et al.
2008, 2011; Takami et al. 2010, 2012). 24 µm emission
usually suggest thermal dust emission, which can be heated
by protostars (Carey et al. 2009; Gutermuth & Heyer 2015).
70 µm data are complementary to 24 µm, since they could
reveal deeply embedded protostars that are undetected at
24 µm (Guzmán et al. 2015).
Dense cores appearing dark at the three wavelengths un-
likely harbor any massive protostars, therefore are candidates
of prestellar cores before embedded protostars are born. Note
that they are still ‘candidates’ of prestellar cores because sev-
eral recent studies pointed out that there may be embedded
low or intermediate-mass protostars or high-mass protostars
at very early evolutionary phases in such dense cores (Tan
et al. 2016; Feng et al. 2016b; Traficante et al. 2017). In-
deed, we look for potential outflows associated with these in-
frared dark dense cores as described in Section 5.2 and Fig-
ure 7, and find two dense cores, I18337-c6 and I19074-c2,
which appear to be infrared dark but are associated with SiO
or 12CO outflows, hence are more likely protostellar instead
of prestellar.
The results of the infrared emission are listed in Table 6.
We find 7 dense cores that are dark at all three wavelengths,
including the two that are associated with molecular out-
flows. The other dense cores show bright emission at one or
more wavelengths, hence already have embedded protostars.
5.5. Evolutionary Phases of Dense Cores
We tentatively assign evolutionary phases to the dense
cores based on their star formation signatures discussed
above. We identify three phases: prestellar, in which pro-
tostars have not formed hence no star formation activities are
detected; protostellar, in which protostars have formed and
star formation has been detected; and (UC) H II, in which
6 http://tools.asdc.asi.it/HiGAL.jsp
young stars ionize ambient gas and free-free emission is
detected. The phases are marked in Table 6.
Among the 50 dense cores, 5 cores are identified as can-
didates of prestellar cores. They show no infrared emission,
centimeter continuum emission, or outflows. Other than the
three CO isotopologues, they are usually free of 1.3 mm spec-
tral lines (Figure 3). A total of 11 dense cores are associated
with compact free-free emission above 5σ levels, as marked
in Table 6. They likely have embedded (UC) H II regions.
The remaining 34 dense cores show various signatures of star
formation but no detectable free-free emission above the 3σ
level, hence are classified as protostellar.
5.6. Distribution of Dense Core Properties and Correlation
with Evolutionary Phases
Physical properties of the 50 identified dense cores, includ-
ing their linewidths, NH3 rotational temperatures, masses,
NH3 abundances, and virial parameters, are plotted in Fig-
ure 8. The markers are color coded to show the three evolu-
tionary phases: prestellar, protostellar, and (UC) H II regions.
Mean and median values of the properties are summarized in
Table 7.
Overall distributions of the properties are illuminated by
the histograms in Figure 8, while those of each evolutionary
phases can be seen in the scatter plots in Figure 8. The in-
trinsic linewidths lie in the range of 0.3–1.0 km s−1, while
the NH3 rotational temperatures are 10–40 K, corresponding
to isothermal sound speeds of 0.19–0.38 km s−1. As indi-
cated by the solid line in Figure 8, all the dense cores have
linewidths larger than the expected isothermal sound speeds,
hence are dominated by non-thermal motions. The mean
linewidth and temperature of the dense cores are 0.58 km s−1
and 20.0 K, respectively, in agreement with previous interfer-
ometric studies of dense cores (Sánchez-Monge et al. 2013;
Lu et al. 2014).
The core masses lie between 5 and 140 M. The smallest
core mass, 5M, corresponds to 15 times the 1σ mass sensi-
tivity assuming a dust continuum RMS of 1 mJy, dust temper-
ature of 20 K, and distance of 4 kpc (see Equation 1). How-
ever, as mentioned in Section 2.1, the continuum RMS will
be much larger than 1 mJy around bright sources. Given that
massive cores of &100 M are detected in these clouds, less
massive (<5 M) dense cores around the massive ones may
be missed in the SMA observations simply due to limited dy-
namic ranges. The most massive cores in each cloud, which
are usually of&100 M, lead to a secondary peak in the his-
togram of core masses. As mentioned in Section 4.1 some
of these massive cores may be resolved into multiple sub-
structures with higher angular resolution. We also note that
3 prestellar core candidates have sufficient mass (>30 M)
to form high-mass stars assuming a typical star formation ef-
ficiency of 30% at the dense core level (Alves et al. 2007;
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Figure 8. Physical properties of dense cores. The x-axes of the four scatter plots, from left to right, are NH3 rotational temperature, core mass,
NH3 fractional abundance, and virial parameter, respectively, while the y-axes are all intrinsic linewidth measured with NH3 lines. The scatter
plots are color coded to show the three evolutionary phases. Error bars correspond to the uncertainties discussed in Section 4.4. In the left
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Histograms attached to the scatter plots show distributions of these properties with all three evolutionary phases together.
Könyves et al. 2015). However, higher angular resolution
observations are necessary to discard further fragmentation.
The NH3 abundances vary between 3×10−9 and 2×10−7,
with a mean of 3×10−8, consistent with previous studies to-
ward high-mass star-forming regions (e.g., Harju et al. 1993;
Dunham et al. 2011; Wienen et al. 2012).
Virial parameters of all the dense cores, except for 2 (UC)
H II regions, are <2, suggesting that they are gravitation-
ally bound when ignoring rotation and magnetic field and
assuming constant radial density profiles. In particular, the
5 prestellar core candidates have virial parameters of .0.5,
hence are strongly self-gravitating. Therefore, they are likely
to keep collapsing and form protostars. These small virial
parameters are consistent with those found in other prestel-
lar core candidates embedded in massive clumps (e.g., Zhang
et al. 2015; Lu et al. 2015; Ohashi et al. 2016; Sanhueza et al.
2017).
We discuss potential correlations between dense core prop-
erties and the three evolutionary phases. Based on the scatter
plots in Figure 8 and the statistics in Table 7, the linewidths,
NH3 rotational temperatures, NH3 abundances, and virial pa-
rameters show strong correlation with the three evolutionary
phases.
The 5 prestellar core candidates show lower temperatures
of .15 K and smaller linewidth of .0.4 km s−1, the (UC)
H II regions show higher temperatures of &25 K and larger
linewidth of &0.6 km s−1, while the protostellar cores show
intermediate properties between the former two phases.
The difference in temperatures and linewidths is likely at-
tributed to feedback of embedded protostars, i.e., radiation
and outflows. Similar correlations have been reported in e.g.,
Sánchez-Monge et al. (2013) and Lu et al. (2014).
The NH3 abundances in the (UC) H II regions tend to be
lower as compared to the pre/protostellar cores. This may be
a consequence of the destruction of NH3 in (UC) H II regions
(e.g., photodissociation, Lee 1984), or the underestimate of
NH3 column densities in (UC) H II regions: the (1, 1) and
(2, 2) lines are no longer a good thermometer when tempera-
tures are>30 K, especially when they become optically thick
(Ho & Townes 1983). Being optically thick also brings in ad-
ditional uncertainty for estimating column densities of each
transition. Temperatures of >30 K and optically thick NH3
lines are found in the (UC) H II regions, in which case col-
umn densities could be underestimated.
At last, the mean values of the virial parameter for prestel-
lar core candidates, protostellar cores, and (UC) H II re-
gions, increase from 0.31, 0.73, to 1.08. As shown in Fig-
ure 8 and Table 7, the core masses of different evolutionary
phases do not show significant discrepancy, most of which
are ∼20–50 M. The difference in virial parameters across
the three evolutionary phases is mainly due to the variation of
linewidths. Taking no account of the effect of rotation, mag-
netic field, or inhomogeneous density profile in cores, this
suggests that the cores evolve from a strongly self-gravitating
state in the prestellar phase to virial equilibrium in the (UC)
H II phase, and this process is regulated by the increase of
linewidth which is dominated by turbulence.
6. FRAGMENTATION AND ACCRETION IN
FILAMENTS
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Figure 9. Single-dish dust emission maps of the 4 filaments. Both
background images and contours show dust emission mapped by
bolometer arrays. Contour levels start at 5σ in steps of 5σ, where
1σ is ∼11 mJy beam−1 for MAMBO (Beuther et al. 2002a) and
26.4 mJy beam−1 for SCUBA2 (Eden et al. 2017). The unit of color
scales is Jy beam−1. The definition of ‘filaments’ in Section 6.1 is
illustrated with blue bars in each panel. Dense cores detected by the
SMA are marked by cyan stars, with dashed loops showing the SMA
mosaic fields. Note that dense cores located outside the filament in
I18308 are not marked.
6.1. Gravitational Fragmentation of Filaments
It has been suggested that in high-mass star-forming fil-
aments thermal pressure is far from enough to support the
fragmentation. Additional support by turbulent pressure may
be necessary to bring the filaments to equilibrium in the ra-
dial directions, so that instability along the filaments and
subsequent fragmentation can grow (Jackson et al. 2010; Lu
et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2014; Beuther et al. 2015; Feng et al.
2016a; Contreras et al. 2016). To investigate the fragmenta-
tion of filaments hence the formation of dense cores, we com-
pare our observations to the model of a collapsing isother-
mal cylinder, supported by either thermal or non-thermal mo-
tions. We select four clouds in the sample that show mor-
phologically well-defined filaments and fragmentation in the
SMA dust emission: I18308, I18337, I19220, and I19368.
As shown in the maps in Figure 5, the aspect ratios of the fil-
aments revealed by the SMA dust emission are &10. Dense
cores embedded in these filaments tend to be aligned along
their major axes and regularly spaced (also see example in
IRDC G28.34+0.06, Zhang et al. 2009). The other 4 clouds
do not present a clear filamentary morphology in the SMA
dust emission, therefore are not included in the analysis.
By applying the cylindric collapse models (e.g., Chan-
drasekhar & Fermi 1953; Ostriker 1964; Nagasawa 1987;
Fiege & Pudritz 2000; Kirk et al. 2015), we compare observa-
tions with models that take thermal or turbulent (or magnetic
field) support into account, and determine which mechanisms
are responsible for the fragmentation of filaments. Two char-
acteristic parameters can be easily observed and compared to
models: the mass per unit length of the filaments, (M/l)obs,
and the projected separation between dense cores, λprj.
First, we obtain the two parameters from observations. We
first estimate (M/l)obs based on the SMA dust emission. Fol-
lowing Equation 1, the masses of the filaments are calculated.
Dust temperatures, under the LTE conditions, are taken to be
the mean rotational temperatures inside each filament derived
from VLA NH3 (see Section 4.2 and Lu et al. 2014). We do
not choose the single-dish NH3 temperatures (e.g., Sridharan
et al. 2002), to avoid confusion due to large velocity gradients
inside a single-dish beam. The projected lengths of the fila-
ments are those of the shadowed bars in Figure 5. (M/l)obs
are then the masses divided by the projected lengths. These
results are listed in Table 8. However, due to the missing flux
issues of interferometers, the masses are deemed to be under-
estimated. (M/l)obs derived in such way should be a lower
limit.
Therefore, additionally, we make use of the single-dish
bolometer array observations from MAMBO (Beuther et al.
2002a) or SCUBA2 (Eden et al. 2017) to estimate (M/l)obs,
as shown in Figure 9. These data provide sufficiently high
angular resolutions (11′′–14′′) to resolve the filaments, and
recover diffuse emission in the filaments missed by the SMA.
Dust emission fluxes are measured in each filament above 5σ
levels. The adopted dust opacity are interpolated from the
tabulated values of Ossenkopf & Henning (1994), assuming
MRN model with thin ice mantles after 105 years of coag-
ulation at 106 cm−3. Then masses of the four filaments are
derived using Equation 1, assuming a gas-to-dust mass ratio
of 100. These parameters are all listed in Table 8. Indeed, the
masses derived from single-dish observations are 2 to 3 times
larger than those derived from the SMA data. The projected
lengths are measured by tracing curvatures of the filaments
in the singled-dish continuum images, as marked by the bars
in Figure 9, starting and ending at the contour of 5σ levels.
(M/l)obs are then the masses of filaments divided by the pro-
jected lengths.
The projected separation λprj is measured in the SMA con-
tinuum maps. Separations between each pair of adjacent
dense cores are obtained, and a mean separation for each fil-
ament is listed in Table 8.
Note that given the projection effect, (M/l)obs should be
an upper limit while λprj should be a lower limit, apart from
other uncertainties as discussed in Section 4.4.
Then, we derive the critical mass per unit length (M/l)crit
and fragment separation λcrit expected from the isothermal
cylindric collapse models. Above the critical mass per unit
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length, the filament will collapse radially and fragmentation
along filaments is not expected (Inutsuka & Miyama 1992).
Therefore to allow fragmentation along filaments to proceed,
the observed critical mass per unit length must not exceed the
critical value. We have (Inutsuka & Miyama 1992; Jackson
et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2014):
(M/l)crit = 2σ
2
v/G = 465(
σv
1 km s−1
)2 M pc−1, (7)
and
λcrit = 22v(4piGρc)
−0.5
= 0.39(
σv
1 km s−1
)(
nc
106 cm−3
)−0.5 pc.
(8)
Here nc is the gas density at the center of the filament.
Ideally, nc is the undisturbed density before gravitational
collapse starts, which is inaccessible in these already star-
forming clouds. It is inappropriate to use the density between
dense cores as an approximation either, as pointed out by
Heigl et al. (2016). Therefore, we take a range of densities
detected in dense cores, 2×105–2×106 cm−3, to approxi-
mate nc. This is larger than the mean density of the filaments,
∼5×104 cm−3, assuming a cylinder geometry parallel to the
plane of the sky and dividing the mass of filaments by their
volumes. This uncertainty of nc only affects the derivation of
λcrit, which is actually not as sensitive to the choice of density
as linewidth.
In the case of thermal pressure support of filamentary frag-
mentation, as for the low-mass star formation filaments, the
velocity σv in Equations 7 & 8 is substituted by the isother-
mal sound speed cs, derived from the mean NH3 rotational
temperatures. If additional turbulent support is taken into ac-
count, σv is substituted by the total linewidth σin including
both thermal and non-thermal components, derived follow-
ing Equation 6, which is also based on the VLA NH3 data
to resolve out velocity gradients inside filaments. Note that
the non-thermal component in σin includes not only turbu-
lent pressure, but also possible systematic motions inside the
telescope beam, such as infall, which would not support the
fragmentation (see discussion in the next subsection). On the
other hand, the use of the spatially resolved VLA NH3 data
may filter out large scale turbulence. Linewidths from single
dish NH3 data (e.g., Wienen et al. 2012) can be used as an up-
per limit of turbulent strength which may include significant
contribution from unresolved systematic motions.
The critical masses per unit length and fragment separa-
tions are listed in Table 8. For thermal support, the critical
mass per unit length is always an order of magnitude smaller
than what is observed. If we assume a high density nc up to
2×106 cm−3, the fragment separations are smaller than ob-
served ones by a factor of 3. However, a low density nc of
2×105 cm−3 leads to fragment separations consistent with
the observed values.
Taking additional support from turbulent pressure into ac-
count, we find that observed masses per unit length are still
a factor of 2.5–6 times larger than critical values. Even ap-
plying the single dish linewidths from Wienen et al. (2012)
to represent the turbulent pressure, which is certainly an up-
per limit, two filaments, I18308 and I18337, are still super-
critical with observed masses per unit length 1.3–1.4 times
larger than critical values. The fragment separations between
the model and the observation are in general consistent as-
suming nc of 2×106 cm−3. If a low gas density nc of
2×105 cm−3 is assumed, then the fragment separations from
the model are larger than the observed ones by a factor of>3.
Therefore, from the point of the mass per unit length, ther-
mal and turbulent pressure combined is still not sufficient
to support the fragmentation of these filaments. This is in
contrast to several studies toward early evolutionary phases
of filaments in massive infrared dark clouds, which found
that turbulence is capable of stabilizing filaments (e.g., Wang
et al. 2011, 2014; Beuther et al. 2015; Feng et al. 2016a).
These studies either derived lower limits for the masses by
using the interferometer data (Wang et al. 2011, 2014), or
obtained upper limits for the critical mass per unit length
by adopting linewidths from single-dish observations (usu-
ally &1 km s−1; Beuther et al. 2015; Feng et al. 2016a). In
either case, the discrepancy between observed masses per
unit length and critical values is underestimated. Our results
demonstrate the necessity of using zero-spacing data for the
estimate of filament masses and using interferometer spectral
lines for resolving out systematic motions in order to reliably
trace turbulent linewidth.
The fragment separation in filaments, which is less well
constrained observationally due to very uncertain initial den-
sities, could favor turbulent support fragmentation if the ini-
tial central density nc is to the high end of 2×106 cm−3,
or thermal support fragmentation if nc is to the low end of
2×105 cm−3.
The large masses per unit length observed in these fila-
ments may suggest that they are not in dynamic equilibrium,
but are unstable to radial gravitational collapse. In such case,
the fragmentation observed in these filaments may take place
at an earlier time when they are close to equilibrium, e.g.,
when the masses per unit length are smaller or turbulence is
stronger. Observations of filamentary infrared dark clouds in
early evolutionary phases find no stronger, but often weaker
turbulence when being resolved to 0.1 pc scales (e.g., Ragan
et al. 2015; Henshaw et al. 2016; Sanhueza et al. 2017). It
is more likely that these filaments evolve from a radial equi-
librium state when their masses per unit length are smaller.
Evidence of accretion into filaments from a greater environ-
ment that is able to double the filament mass in a few free-fall
time scales has been found toward several massive filaments
(e.g., Schneider et al. 2010; Peretto et al. 2013).
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Alternatively, if we assume these filaments to be in radial
equilibrium, one possibility is that they have large inclination
angles to the plane of the sky, in which case the observed
masses per unit length are overestimated. An inclination an-
gle of 60◦ would decrease the observed values by a factor
of 2. Another possibility is additional support from mag-
netic field (Fiege & Pudritz 2000; Kirk et al. 2015). An axial
magnetic field of 1 mG would increase the critical mass per
unit length by a factor of 2–3. Magnetic field in these fil-
aments has not been studied, although similar strong axial
magnetic field has been found in other massive filamentary
clouds (e.g., Pillai et al. 2015). A measurement of magnetic
field in these filaments will be essential to address this ques-
tion.
6.2. Variation of Gas Properties along Filaments
Gas motions in massive filaments have been found to be
supersonic, with Mach numbers of &2 (e.g., Henshaw et al.
2014; Beuther et al. 2015). Whether this suggests strong tur-
bulent motions in filaments or simply a matter of spatial res-
olution (e.g., unresolved subsonic sub-filaments) is unclear.
Here, we make use of the VLA NH3 lines to investigate the
distribution of thermal and non-thermal motions along mas-
sive filaments.
We focus on the same four filaments as above. To derive
gas properties along the filaments, we extract the mean NH3
(1, 1) and (2, 2) spectra along paths defined by the shadowed
bars in Figure 10, averaged within a width of 5′′ along the
paths. These paths cut through the dense cores embedded in
the filaments. The NH3 spectra are fit with the same routine
as in Section 4.2, including those with two velocity compo-
nents. The results are displayed in Figure 10.
With gas temperatures of 20–30 K, the isothermal sound
speed is typically 0.2–0.3 km s−1. Among the four clouds,
I18308 and I19368 present a single velocity component
hence their linewidths are better constrained. Their non-
thermal linewidths are typically 0.4–0.8 km s−1, resulting in
Mach numbers of 2–3. I18337 and I19220 contain multiple
velocity components. As a result, the fitting of NH3 spectra
are less certain, as indicated by the large errors in Figure 10.
Nevertheless, similarly supersonic motions with large Mach
numbers of &2 are found in these two filaments.
With the angular resolution of 3′′ (∼0.06 pc at a distance
of 4 kpc) of the VLA observations, we do not spatially re-
solve sub-filaments in the four filaments. The SMA dust and
spectral line data do not reveal any sub-filaments either. Al-
though in I18337 and I19220 the NH3 lines present multiple
velocity components that may trace multiple substructures,
these velocity components are supersonic. Therefore, we do
not find evidence of subsonic sub-filaments with our data and
the 4 filaments are indeed supersonic structures.
We then compare the distributions of temperatures and
non-thermal linewidths to the star formation activities in the
dense cores. Peaks in temperatures along the filaments tend
to be offset from the dense cores, which are most evident
toward I18308 and I19368 where temperatures are better de-
termined. Most of these dense cores are protostellar, where
protostars have formed and started to warm the ambient gas.
The temperature distributions in Figure 10 hence suggest that
protostellar heating through radiative feedback does not seem
to affect gas in the filaments at>0.1 pc scales. The increased
temperatures in the filaments may instead be related to out-
flows from the dense cores. For example, the temperature
peaks next to I18308-c1 and I18308-c4 may be attributed to
heating of strong outflows launched from these two dense
cores (Section 5.2).
The non-thermal linewidths appear to be better correlated
with the star-forming dense cores. For example, I18308-
c1/c4 and I18337-c3 are associated with strong SiO outflows
(Section 5.2). They are all coincident with large non-thermal
linewidths in Figure 10. On the other hand, as discussed in
Section 5.5, I18308-c5/c8 and I19220-c4 are prestellar core
candidates. Their non-thermal linewidths are smaller with
Mach numbers ∼1, i.e., they are transonic.
The above results suggest that linewidths in the four fila-
ments are dominated by non-thermal motions (Mach num-
ber & 2), which seem to be correlated with star forma-
tion activities of the dense cores along the filaments. How-
ever, whether this non-thermal component is mainly micro-
turbulence is unclear. Simulations have suggested that ac-
cretion in clouds could also contribute to the non-thermal
linewidths (Vázquez-Semadeni et al. 2009). Therefore, to ac-
count for the correlation between the non-thermal linewidths
and star formation in these filaments, two possible interpre-
tations exist depending on which component dominates the
non-thermal linewidths, i) turbulence, which suggests that
protostellar feedback (outflows) alters the environment and
determines the turbulent strength, or ii) accretion, which
is the result of stronger accretion around more active star-
forming cores. In the second scenario, the smaller non-
thermal linewidths of the prestellar core candidates then in-
dicate weaker accretion around them than around the proto-
stellar dense cores.
6.3. Accretion into Dense Cores along Filaments
Velocity gradients along filaments have been observed in
both nearby low-mass star-forming clouds (Hacar & Tafalla
2011; Kirk et al. 2013) and massive clouds (Schneider et al.
2010; Peretto et al. 2014; Tackenberg et al. 2014; Zhang et al.
2015). They have been interpreted as flows along filaments,
feeding gas into dense cores (Smith et al. 2009). As shown
in Figure 4, the centroid velocities derived from VLA NH3
lines in the 8 clouds also reveal velocity gradients along fila-
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Figure 10. Distributions of gas temperatures and non-thermal linewidths along the filaments. Plots in the left column show the paths from
which we extract the NH3 spectra, marked by blue shadowed bars, with a fixed width of 5′′. The NH3 images are the same as in Figure 4.
Dense cores are marked by cyan stars and labelled. Plots in the right column show gas properties along the paths defined in the left column.
For each filament, blue curves in the upper and lower panels show temperatures and non-thermal linewidths along the filament, respectively.
Grey shades around the curves mark the 1σ errors. For I18337 and I19220 where the second velocity component is seen, the corresponding
temperatures and non-thermal linewidths are shown in cyan curves. In the lower panels, the isothermal sound speed is also shown in orange
curves, or golden curves for the second velocity component when present. Positions of dense cores along the filaments are marked by vertical
dashed lines with core names labelled.
ments. Typical velocity gradient is 1–2 km s−1 pc−1. How-
ever, whether it is suggestive of accretion along filaments is
unclear. The global velocity gradient in the filaments span-
ning a spatial scale of 1–2 pc may be attributed to the motion
of the filaments themselves (e.g., rotation or oscillation along
the line of sight) rather than accretion flows.
To investigate the accretion along filaments, we select the
same four filaments discussed above. The centroid velocities
in Figure 10 are not reliable when multiple velocity compo-
nents exist, therefore we take a more sophisticated approach:
we extract the position-velocity (PV) diagrams along paths
defined by the shadowed bars in Figure 10 from the VLA
NH3 (1, 1) and (2, 2) data, using the pvextractor7 program.
These paths are the same as in the previous subsection. The
best-fit Vlsr at each pixel has been derived in the previous sub-
section simultaneously with gas temperatures and linewidths.
Some pixels clearly show multiple velocity components, with
which we fit two components and derive two sets of parame-
ters. The resulting Vlsr along the paths and corresponding fit-
ting errors are shown in Figure 11. All four filaments present
clear global velocity gradients along the paths.
7 http://pvextractor.readthedocs.io
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Figure 10. Continued.
Then we subtract the global velocity gradients in the fila-
ments, whatever they may be, and use the residual velocities
along the filaments that trace local gas motions to reveal gas
flows. For I18337 and I19368, we fit the global velocity gra-
dients with a linear function. For I18308 and I19220, how-
ever, the global velocity gradients appear to be segmented.
The break point in I19220 is naturally chosen to the spatial
offset where NH3 emission is not detected. For I18308, we
fit a segmented function containing two linear functions in
which the break point is also a free parameter. In all cases, the
functions are fit to the data using the least-square method tak-
ing errors of Vlsr into account. The linear-function-subtracted
residual velocities are shown in Figure 11, with positions of
dense cores marked by vertical lines.
As mentioned in Section 6.2, I18337 and the last 0.3 pc
of I19220 present multiple velocity components, hence the
fitting is less well constrained. For I18308, the first 1.5 pc
of I19220, and I19368, where NH3 lines can be robustly fit
by a single velocity component, the dense cores appear to
preferably locate at local maxima or minima of velocities.
Meanwhile, several dense cores are also found to be offset
from any local velocity maxima or minima (e.g., I18308-c4).
The most intriguing case is found in I18308, where the ve-
locities show a sinuous pattern around dense cores. Veloci-
ties around I18308-c7 may be less reliable, because this core
is next to the break point of the segmented linear function,
which may introduce an artificial change of velocities. Ve-
locities around the dense cores I18308-c1/c2/c5/c8, however,
are more robust and the velocity maxima or minima are co-
incident with dense cores. Similar patterns have been found
in low-mass and high-mass star-forming filaments (Hacar &
Tafalla 2011; Zhang et al. 2015). Hacar & Tafalla (2011)
argued that sinuous velocities are resulted from gas accre-
tion around dense cores along the filament, however in their
model there is a quarter phase shift between the densities
(i.e., dense cores) and velocities. In I18308, such phase shift
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Figure 11. Position-velocity diagrams of filaments, extracted along the paths defined in Figure 10. Plots in the left column show the data,
with contours starting from 5 mJy beam−1 in steps of 10 mJy beam−1. Plots in the right column show the best-fit Vlsr using NH3 (1, 1) and
(2, 2) lines: the upper panels show the best-fit Vlsr at each pixel and a linear fit to the global velocities, while the lower panels show the residual
velocities after subtracting the linear fit. Grey shades around velocities mark the 1σ error. For I18337 and I19220 where the second velocity
component is seen, the best-fit Vlsr of this component is shown in cyan curves in the upper panels. Vertical dashed lines mark positions of dense
cores along the paths with core names labelled. Red crosses mark intrinsic radii of the dense cores in the horizontal, and 1σ errors in core
velocities in the vertical as defined by dense gas tracers including H2CO, CH3OH, or C18O.
is not seen. Interestingly, recent simulations by Gritschneder
et al. (2017) show that an oscillating and fragmenting fila-
ment with small inclination angles (30◦) produces such ob-
served velocities. The change of velocities around dense
cores is then a result of geometrical bent of the filament along
the line of sight (also see discussion in Henshaw et al. 2014).
Another intriguing feature seen in Figure 11 is that Vlsr of
dense cores in I18308, defined by CH3OH or H2CO lines and
marked by red crosses, are always blue-shifted by∼1 km s−1
with respect to those based on NH3. Vlsr of CH3OH and
H2CO agree with each other. Whether this velocity shift is
the result of chemical differentiation or a denser gas compo-
nent moving in a diffuse envelope is unclear. A comparison
to detailed radiative transfer models is necessary to interpret
the velocities in I18308.
If the local velocity gradients around dense cores in Fig-
ure 11 are interpreted as infall toward dense cores along fil-
aments, the infall velocities range from ∼0 (e.g., I18337-c6)
to 2 km s−1 pc−1 (e.g., cores in I18308). The small velocities
in I18337-c6 may not necessarily rule out the possibility of
infall, but may be due to vanishing velocity gradients when
the filament is parallel to the plane of the sky.
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Figure 11. Continued.
The accretion rates along filaments can be estimated as-
suming a simple cylinder model (Kirk et al. 2013):
M˙ = ∆vM/ tan θ, (9)
where ∆v is the velocity gradient, M is the mass of the fil-
ament in consideration, and θ is the inclination angle of the
filament to the plane of the sky (0 when parallel to the plane
of the sky).
We assume that accretion along filaments for each dense
core only happens in the part of the filament around that core
within a length of ∼0.2 pc, which is the observed fragment
separation. Gas further away in the filament is influenced
more by other dense cores. Typical masses are 50–100 M
using the masses per unit lengths listed in Table 8.
The inclination angle θ is difficult to determine observa-
tionally. We tentatively constrain θ by comparing the veloc-
ity dispersions along the line of sight and the velocity gra-
dients in the plane of the sky, assuming that velocities are
isotropic. A typical velocity dispersion, including both ther-
mal and non-thermal components, is 0.6 km s−1 (Figure 10).
The observed velocity gradients of ∼2 km s−1 pc−1 within
0.2 pc lead to a velocity of 0.4 km s−1. Hence the inclination
angle is arcsin(2/3), or 42◦. The observed velocity gradi-
ents vary along the filaments, therefore we allow for a larger
range of 30◦–60◦ for the inclination angle, corresponding to
gradients of 1.5–2.5 km s−1 pc−1.
With the above assumptions, typical accretion rates along
these filaments, given a gradient of 2 km s−1 pc−1, is 1–
2×10−4M yr−1, or 0.5–3.5×10−4M yr−1 after account-
ing for the variation of inclination angles. With such an ac-
cretion rate, typical core masses of 10–50 M (Section 4.3)
can be doubled in several free-fall time scales (∼105 years,
assuming a density of 105–6 cm−3).
At last, given that the 3D geometry of filaments is unclear,
the same velocity gradients around dense cores may also be
interpreted as expansion of gas (see discussion in Henshaw
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et al. 2014). However, the virial parameters of the dense
cores are all smaller than 2 (Section 4.3), hence the core are
likely gravitationally bound. In addition, these filaments as
a whole are supercritical, i.e., they are gravitationally bound
or even collapsing, if magnetic field or large inclination an-
gles are not taken into account (Section 6.1). Therefore the
expansion scenario is less likely.
7. CONCLUSIONS
We use the SMA 1.3 mm continuum and spectral line ob-
servations and the VLA NH3 line and continuum observa-
tions to study high-mass star formation in dense cores and
fragmentation and gas accretion of filaments in 8 filamentary
molecular clouds. The main results are:
• 50 dense cores are identified in 8 filamentary clouds
using the SMA 1.3 mm continuum emission. Their
properties, including equivalent radii, gas tempera-
tures, linewidths, masses, NH3 abundances, and virial
parameters are derived.
• Signatures of high-mass star formation in the dense
cores, including H II regions, outflows, hot molecular
cores, and infrared emission, are investigated. Evo-
lutionary phases of dense cores are determined based
on these signatures: 5 are devoid of any star forma-
tion signatures hence are prestellar core candidates, 11
are associated with free-free emission hence are em-
bedded with (UC) H II regions. The remaining 34
dense cores are classified as protostellar. 3 out of the
5 prestellar core candidates may be massive enough
to form high-mass stars. All the cores except for 2
(UC) H II regions have virial parameters smaller than
2, while prestellar core candidates show virial param-
eters of .0.5, suggesting that they are strongly self-
gravitating. Linewidths, gas temperatures, NH3 abun-
dances, and virial parameters show dependency on the
evolutionary phases.
• We focus on 4 morphologically well-defined filamen-
tary clouds with regularly spaced dense cores along
major axes to study what mechanisms are responsi-
ble for supporting their fragmentation. Assuming an
isothermal gas cylinder model, the observed masses
per unit length of these filaments are larger than crit-
ical values from the model even if both thermal and
turbulence pressure support are included, suggesting
that these filaments are unstable to radial collapse if
not considering large inclination angles of>60◦ or ad-
ditional magnetic field support.
• Gas temperatures and non-thermal linewidths along
the 4 filaments are derived. Non-thermal motion in the
filaments is in general supersonic, with Mach numbers
larger than 2, although around prestellar core candi-
dates it becomes transonic. No evidence of subsonic
sub-filaments is found. A likely correlation between
the non-thermal linewidths and star formation activi-
ties in dense cores along the filaments indicates that
feedback or accretion during star formation enhances
the non-thermal motion.
• Possible signatures of gas flows along filaments are
found in NH3 lines toward the 4 filaments, correspond-
ing to accretion rates of order 10−4 M yr−1. In one
of the filaments, I18308, we observe oscillatory veloc-
ities around dense cores, which need to be compared
to radiative transfer models to be explained.
• Based on our analysis, we suggest that fragmentation
and accretion in these massive filaments are closely
related to high-mass star formation. Dense cores in
these massive filaments can be formed through cylin-
dric fragmentation supported by thermal pressure and
turbulence in very early evolutionary phases. Then
dense cores may remain accreting from the environ-
ment through accretion flows along filaments at a high
rate. Feedback from star-forming cores may inject
energy into filaments and increase the non-thermal
linewidths, resulting in supersonic motions in fila-
ments.
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Table 1. Sample.
Target
R.A. Decl. Distancea Lbolb M c
(J2000) (J2000) (kpc) (L) (M)
IRAS 18308−0841 18:33:33.00 −08:39:10.0 4.6 2.0×104 4300
IRAS 18310−0825 18:33:47.50 −08:23:45.0 4.8 1.6×104 2700
IRAS 18337−0743 18:36:41.00 −07:39:15.0 3.8 2.1×104 5100
IRAS 18460−0307 18:48:39.20 −03:03:55.0 4.8 1.6×104 800
IRAS 18530+0215 18:55:33.00 +02:19:04.1 4.6 7.9×104 1740
IRAS 19074+0752 19:09:54.51 +07:57:22.8 3.8 1.6×104 200
IRAS 19220+1432 19:24:21.16 +14:38:02.8 5.4 4.3×104 1640
IRAS 19368+2239 19:38:58.33 +22:46:40.1 4.4 6.6×103 907
aKinematic distances derived using the rotation curve model in Reid et al. (2009) (see Lu
et al. 2014 for detail). The near distance is taken when there is distance ambiguity.
b The luminosities are based on IRAS fluxes (Prusti et al. 1992).
c The masses are derived from MAMBO 1.2 mm dust emission (Beuther et al. 2002a), except
for IRAS 19368+2239 whose mass is derived from SCUBA2 850 µm dust emission (Eden
et al. 2017) because the MAMBO data are unavailable.
Table 2. Summary of the SMA observations.
Project ID Config. Date
Number of
τ225 GHz
Tsys Pointingsa Correlatorb
Calibratorsc
antennas (K) Bandpass Flux Gain
2012B-S052 COM 2013 Apr 22 7 0.06 80–160 F1/F2/F3/F4-P1 ASIC Q1 Titan Q4, Q5
2012B-S100 SUB 2014 Mar 07 7 0.26 100–250 F1/F2-P2/P3/P4 ASIC Q1 Mars Q4
2013B-S053
SUB 2014 Feb 21 5 0.12–0.22 100–180 F1/F2-P1, F3/F4-P1/P2 ASIC Q1 Titan, Mars Q4
SUB 2014 Feb 24 6 0.03 60–90 F1/F2-P1, F3/F4-P1/P2 ASIC Q1 Titan, Mars Q4
2014A-S091 SUB 2014 Jul 28 7 0.09 80–120 F7/F8-P1/P2/P3 ASIC Q2 Neptune Q6, Q7
2014B-S037
COM 2015 Apr 10 6 0.14 200–600 F7/F8-P1/P2/P3 ASIC Q1 Callisto Q6
COM 2015 Apr 13 6d 0.13 200–700 F5/F6-P1 ASIC+2SWARM Q1 Titan Q5, Q8
SUB 2015 Jun 23 6 0.09–0.15 200–390 F5/F6-P1/P2/P3, F7/F8-P2/P4/P5 ASIC+2SWARM* Q1 Titan Q8, Q9
2015B-S053
COM 2016 Feb 04 6 0.03 140–260 F1/F2-P2/P3/P4, F3/F4-P2 ASIC+2SWARM* Q3 Ganymede Q4
COM 2016 May 16 7 0.20–0.30 300–1300 F5/F6-P2/P3, F7/F8-P4/P5 ASICe Q3 Titan Q8, Q9
COM 2016 May 19 7 0.10–0.15 200–700 F5/F6-P2/P3, F7/F8-P4/P5 ASIC+4SWARM Q3 Titan Q8, Q9
aF1–F8 stand for the 8 clouds listed in Table 1. Coordinates of pointing centers: F1-P1: 18h33m33.s0, −8◦39′10.′′0; F1-P2: 18h33m30.s0, −8◦38′36.′′5; F1-P3: 18h33m31.s4,
−8◦38′55.′′0; F1-P4: 18h33m33.s9, −8◦38′45.′′5; F2-P1: 18h33m47.s5, −8◦23′45.′′0; F2-P2: 18h33m46.s4, −8◦24′08.′′0; F2-P3: 18h33m47.s0, −8◦23′18.′′0; F2-P4: 18h33m48.s8,
−8◦24′08.′′0; F3-P1: 18h36m41.s0, −7◦39′15.′′0; F3-P2: 18h36m41.s3, −7◦39′43.′′0; F4-P1: 18h48m39.s2, −3◦3′55.′′0; F4-P2: 18h48m37.s4, −3◦3′48.′′0; F5-P1: 18h55m33.s0,
+2◦19′4.′′0; F5-P2: 18h55m31.s5, +2◦18′51.′′0; F5-P3: 18h55m34.s5, +2◦19′17.′′0; F6-P1: 19h9m54.s0, +7◦57′10.′′0; F6-P2: 19h9m53.s5, +7◦57′35.′′0; F6-P3: 19h9m54.s5,
+7◦56′45.′′0; F7-P1: 19h24m17.s2, +14◦38′5.′′0; F7-P2: 19h24m19.s0, +14◦38′5.′′0; F7-P3: 19h24m20.s8, +14◦38′5.′′0; F7-P4: 19h24m22.s6, +14◦38′5.′′0; F7-P5: 19h24m24.s4,
+14◦38′5.′′0; F8-P1: 19h38m54.s7, +22◦46′10.′′0; F8-P2: 19h38m56.s3, +22◦46′25.′′0; F8-P3: 19h38m57.s8, +22◦46′40.′′0; F8-P4: 19h38m59.s3, +22◦46′55.′′0; F8-P5:
19h39m0.s9, +22◦47′10.′′0.
b IFs of the correlator setups: ASIC — 4.0–8.0 GHz; ASIC+2SWARM — 4.0–9.0 GHz, 11.0–12.0 GHz; ASIC+2SWARM* — 4.0–9.5 GHz, 10.5–12.0 GHz; ASIC+4SWARM —
4.0–12.0 GHz.
c Quasar calibrators: Q1: 3C279; Q2: 3C454.3; Q3: 3C273; Q4: 1743−038; Q5: 1830+063; Q6: 2025+337; Q7: 1925+211; Q8: 1751+096; Q9: 2015+371.
d The raw data contain 7 antennas. One of them was flagged due to its unusual position in the array that leads to unexpected long baselines.
e The raw data contain 4 SWARM chunks, which were all flagged due to erroneous amplitudes.
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Table 3. Properties of the images.
Target
Continuum Spectral lines
Bandwidth Beam RMS Channel width Beam RMS
(GHz) (′′×′′) (mJy beam−1) (km s−1) (′′×′′) (mJy beam−1)
I18308, SMA 1.3 mm 8–14 3.6×3.1 1.0 1.1 3.9×3.6 40
I18308, VLA K band 0.0017 5.1×3.2 0.3 0.62 5.1×3.2 2.5
I18310, SMA 1.3 mm 8–14 3.7×3.4 1.0 1.1 3.9×3.8 40
I18310, VLA K band 0.0016 5.1×3.2 0.4 0.62 5.1×3.2 2.5
I18337, SMA 1.3 mm 8–14 3.7×3.4 1.0 1.1 4.2×3.8 40
I18337, VLA K band 0.0018 5.1×3.2 0.4 0.62 5.1×3.2 2.6
I18460, SMA 1.3 mm 8–14 3.7×3.5 1.0 1.1 3.9×3.9 40
I18460, VLA K band 0.0023 5.1×3.2 0.3 0.62 5.1×3.2 2.0
I18530, SMA 1.3 mm 12–16 3.4×2.6 1.2 1.1 3.5×2.7 80
I18530, VLA K band 0.0015 4.0×3.0 0.9 0.62 3.9×2.7 1.6
I19074, SMA 1.3 mm 12–16 3.3×2.6 1.1 1.1 3.4×2.6 80
I19074, VLA K band 0.0020 4.1×3.1 0.5 0.62 4.2×3.0 1.6
I19220, SMA 1.3 mm 8–16 4.4×2.8 1.0 1.1 4.4×3.0 80
I19220, VLA K band 0.0024 4.5×3.1 0.5 0.62 4.4×3.1 2.7
I19368, SMA 1.3 mm 8–16 4.4×2.8 1.0 1.1 4.4×3.0 80
I19368, VLA K band 0.0023 4.2×3.1 0.4 0.62 4.1×3.1 2.6
NOTE—All images are CLEANed with Biggs weighting (robustness = 0.5). Listed beams and RMS of the SMA 1.3 mm
spectral line images are measured for line-free channels of C18O 2–1 images, but they slightly vary between different
lines. Beams and RMS of the VLA NH3 images are measured for line-free channels of NH3 (1,1) images.
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Table 4. Properties of dense cores.
Core
R.A. & Decl. Deconvl. size & PA R Flux Trota Mcore n(H2) N (H2) X(NH3) σin αvir
(J2000) (′′×′′, ◦) (103 AU) (mJy) (K) (M) (106 cm−3) (1023 cm−2) (10−8) (km s−1)
I18308-c1 18:33:33.17,−08:39:15.23 4.3×3.2, 96 8.5 337(335) 22.7 137 6.7 8.9 1.9 0.70 0.17
c2 18:33:32.99,−08:39:04.30 6.5×4.5, 4 12.4 119 18.6 63 1.0 1.9 8.8 0.59 0.39
c3 18:33:32.70,−08:39:14.50 8.7×3.2, 148 12.1 102 19.6 50 0.9 1.6 4.2 0.63 0.54
c4 18:33:34.28,−08:38:42.10 2.9×1.8, 36 5.3 65 16.6 40 8.3 6.9 1.2 0.52 0.20
c5 18:33:33.19,−08:38:54.82 4.6×2.6, 45 8.0 47 14.7 34 2.1 2.6 6.7 0.43 0.24
c6 18:33:32.40,−08:39:08.66 7.1×1.5, 89 7.5 39 20.9 18 1.3 1.5 6.7 0.52 0.66
c7 18:33:33.10,−08:38:59.27 <4.3×2.9, 124 <8.1 18 16.5 11 >0.6 >0.8 <13.7 0.56 <1.27
c8 18:33:33.52,−08:38:47.20 4.4×2.3, 31 7.3 26 12.7 23 1.8 2.1 7.4 0.33 0.19
c9 18:33:31.76,−08:39:04.94 7.9×2.0, 135 9.1 30 15.0 21 0.8 1.2 5.7 0.55 0.74
c10 18:33:30.05,−08:38:36.17 <4.6×3.4, 8 <9.1 15 15.3 10 >0.4 >0.6 <2.2 0.63 <1.96
I18310-c1 18:33:47.88,−08:23:54.46 8.5×4.9, 96 15.5 194 16.1 136 1.1 2.7 4.2 0.60 0.23
c2 18:33:48.46,−08:23:52.57 5.8×3.1, 143 10.2 79 19.2 44 1.3 2.0 3.4 0.60 0.47
c3 18:33:47.79,−08:23:35.82 8.5×4.1, 156 14.2 72(69) 33.2 19 0.2 0.5 1.1 0.75 2.32
c4 18:33:47.68,−08:23:43.38 4.6×3.7, 175 9.9 33 20.2 17 0.5 0.8 3.7 0.53 0.92
c5 18:33:48.14,−08:23:41.98 8.3×2.2, 31 10.3 42 18.8 24 0.7 1.1 3.6 0.55 0.72
c6 18:33:47.46,−08:23:47.69 <6.7×3.6, 10 <11.8 23 22.9 10 >0.2 >0.4 <5.8 0.54 <1.91
c7 18:33:47.23,−08:23:42.73 4.9×2.5, 53 8.4 23 23.5 10 0.5 0.7 5.2 0.43 0.90
c8 18:33:47.45,−08:23:28.38 5.7×3.6, 162 10.9 26 17.5 16 0.4 0.7 3.2 0.31 0.35
I18337-c1 18:36:40.74,−07:39:14.17 8.5×4.9, 165 12.3 314 16.0 139 2.3 4.4 2.2 0.44 0.10
c2 18:36:41.12,−07:39:25.53 12.2×5.0, 173 14.8 326 17.6 127 1.2 2.7 4.3 1.09 0.78
c3 18:36:40.71,−07:38:58.33 5.6×3.0, 157 7.8 99 23.1 27 1.7 2.1 1.5 0.68 0.76
c4 18:36:40.94,−07:39:07.04 7.6×2.9, 145 8.9 58 21.0 18 0.8 1.1 2.0 0.61 1.06
c5 18:36:40.37,−07:39:18.27 <7.9×3.2, 176 <9.6 30 22.0 9 >0.3 >0.5 <10.8 0.49 <1.45
c6 18:36:41.08,−07:39:40.65 <5.8×3.6, 30 <8.7 20 16.5 9 >0.4 >0.5 <3.4 0.42 <1.00
I18460-c1 18:48:40.16,−03:03:53.97 5.0×2.3, 96 8.1 79 27.0 28 1.6 2.0 0.3 0.81 1.07
c2 18:48:39.27,−03:03:55.21 1.6×1.0, 35 3.0 31 [30] 10 11.0 5.1 · · · (0.89) 1.39
c3 18:48:39.72,−03:04:04.57 5.0×3.2, 82 9.6 48 18.4 28 1.0 1.4 1.7 0.33 0.21
c4 18:48:39.37,−03:04:07.68 3.9×2.4, 170 7.3 19 17.6 12 0.9 1.0 2.8 0.36 0.45
c5 18:48:37.59,−03:03:46.98 6.6×6.0, 99 15.1 27 14.6 22 0.2 0.5 5.2 0.43 0.71
I18530-c1 18:55:33.69, +02:19:06.74 4.3×2.9, 84 8.1 273(271) 25.7 95 5.4 6.8 0.7 0.74 0.26
c2 18:55:33.99, +02:19:10.56 5.0×4.0, 49 10.3 307(210) 42.7 41 1.1 1.8 0.3 0.73 0.77
c3 18:55:34.33, +02:19:12.67 4.7×1.5, 130 6.1 62(26) [30.0] 8 1.0 1.0 · · · 0.87 3.48
c4 18:55:34.13, +02:19:06.12 <4.0×2.9, 69 <7.8 32(19) 27.5 6 >0.4 >0.5 <1.4 0.48 <1.64
c5 18:55:32.99, +02:19:02.69 6.1×2.5, 63 9.0 61 15.2 42 1.8 2.5 7.2 0.44 0.23
c6 18:55:34.46, +02:19:07.33 4.6×3.5, 60 9.2 39(28) 27.9 9 0.3 0.5 1.5 0.34 0.69
c7 18:55:31.31, +02:18:49.49 6.8×1.6, 76 7.6 36 10.8 42 2.9 3.4 1.0 0.37 0.14
I19074-c1 19:09:53.55, +07:57:14.87 4.3×3.4, 63 7.3 114(107) 20.6 34 2.7 3.0 0.4 0.75 0.69
c2 19:09:53.68, +07:56:53.96 5.5×3.1, 145 7.8 49 14.5 25 1.6 1.9 1.3 0.33 0.19
c3 19:09:53.33, +07:57:10.47 4.4×1.6, 146 5.0 24 19.6 8 1.9 1.5 1.8 0.50 0.89
c4 19:09:54.48, +07:57:39.24 3.1×0.3, 165 1.8 16 20.2 5 26.0 7.3 0.3 0.30 0.17
c5 19:09:54.43, +07:57:23.58 4.5×3.3, 58 7.3 23(22) 16.5 9 0.7 0.8 1.8 0.43 0.83
I19220-c1 19:24:19.40, +14:38:07.44 8.9×5.3, 115 18.5 134(129) 16.9 107 0.5 1.5 0.5 0.88 0.76
c2 19:24:20.36, +14:38:02.68 11.8×6.2, 86 23.1 176(172) 17.1 140 0.3 1.2 1.2 0.54 0.27
c3 19:24:18.88, +14:38:06.05 7.8×3.5, 148 14.1 57 20.2 37 0.4 0.9 0.5 0.70 1.03
c4 19:24:22.56, +14:38:20.65 6.9×3.3, 62 12.9 32 14.0 34 0.5 1.0 0.9 0.36 0.27
c5 19:24:21.32, +14:38:02.92 10.8×4.8, 112 19.4 43 13.3 50 0.2 0.6 4.6 0.55 0.66
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Table 4 (continued)
Core
R.A. & Decl. Deconvl. size & PA R Flux Trota Mcore n(H2) N (H2) X(NH3) σin αvir
(J2000) (′′×′′, ◦) (103 AU) (mJy) (K) (M) (106 cm−3) (1023 cm−2) (10−8) (km s−1)
I19368-c1 19:38:57.47, +22:46:35.85 7.6×3.3, 69 11.0 213 20.6 90 2.0 3.5 1.1 0.82 0.46
c2 19:38:56.76, +22:46:31.72 4.7×3.3, 62 8.7 130 23.1 48 2.2 3.0 1.2 0.93 0.88
c3 19:38:58.06, +22:46:38.29 7.5×1.6, 40 7.6 81 17.4 43 2.9 3.5 2.7 0.54 0.29
c4 19:38:58.88, +22:46:45.38 9.8×3.6, 64 13.1 68 16.4 39 0.5 1.1 2.4 0.70 0.92
c5 19:38:59.23, +22:46:53.71 7.6×5.1, 45 13.7 62 16.8 34 0.4 0.9 2.3 0.86 1.66
aTemperatures in square brackets were adopted rather than calculated because NH3 lines are not detected.
NOTE—Fluxes in parentheses are free-free emission subtracted, based on which corresponding dense cores masses and gas densities are derived. Upper limits are given for deconvolved
sizes and equivalent radii of unresolved cores, hence corresponding densities are lower limits and NH3 abundances and virial parameters are upper limits.
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Table 5. Properties of SiO outflows.
Parameters
I18308-c1 I18308-c4 I18310-c1 I18337-c2 I18337-c3 I18337-c6 I18530-c1 I19368-c1
Blue Red Blue Red Blue Red Blue Red Red Blue Red Blue Red Blue Red
Velocity range (km s−1) [45,75] [77,107] [45,75] [77,107] [63,83] [85,105] [31,57] [59,85] [31,59] [60,85] [59,85] [55,76] [77,97] [25,35] [37,48]
Terminal velocity (km s−1) 27 30 32 16 16 5 28 18 29 25 25 9 3 7 11
Excitation temperature (K) 22.7 22.7 16.6 16.6 16.1 16.1 17.6 17.6 23.1 23.1 16.5 25.7 25.7 20.6 20.6
Mass (M) 3.5 7.4 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.1 1.0 4.9 4.9 10.4 2.1 1.0 0.8 1.1 1.2
Momentum (M km s−1) 32 78 6 2 8 0.2 9 37 56 66 13 5 1 2 3
Kinetic energy (M km2 s−2) 224 612 58 7 50 0.4 67 181 427 305 63 16 2 2 9
Projected lobe length (pc) 0.16 0.11 0.09 0.16 0.16 0.09 0.20 0.18 0.18 0.26 0.29 0.11 0.09 0.16 0.17
Dynamic age (103 yr) 5.8 3.7 2.8 9.8 9.9 19.0 7.2 9.3 6.3 10.0 11.7 12.5 25.7 21.1 14.8
Outflow rate (10−4M yr−1) 6.0 20.1 2.0 0.7 0.7 0.1 1.3 5.2 5.5 7.3 1.4 0.8 0.3 0.5 0.8
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Table 6. Star formation indicators in dense cores.
Core f -f emission Outflows Hot core lines 4.5 µm 24 µm 70 µm Evolutionary phase
I18308-c1 Yes SiO, H2O maser Yes bright bright bright (UC) H II
c2 · · · · · · · · · bright bright bright Protostellar
c3 · · · · · · · · · dark bright bright Protostellar
c4 · · · SiO · · · dark bright bright Protostellar
c5 · · · · · · · · · dark dark dark Prestellar
c6 · · · · · · · · · dark bright bright Protostellar
c7 · · · · · · · · · dark bright bright Protostellar
c8 · · · · · · · · · dark dark dark Prestellar
c9 · · · · · · · · · dark dark bright Protostellar
I18310-c1 · · · SiO · · · dark dark bright Protostellar
c2 · · · · · · · · · bright bright bright Protostellar
c3 Yes · · · · · · bright bright bright (UC) H II
c4 · · · · · · · · · dark bright bright Protostellar
c5 · · · · · · · · · dark bright bright Protostellar
c6 · · · · · · · · · bright bright bright Protostellar
c7 · · · · · · · · · dark bright bright Protostellar
c8 · · · · · · · · · dark bright bright Protostellar
I18337-c1 · · · · · · Yes bright bright bright Protostellar
c2 · · · SiO Yes dark bright bright Protostellar
c3 · · · SiO Yes dark bright bright Protostellar
c4 · · · · · · · · · bright bright bright Protostellar
c5 · · · · · · · · · bright bright bright Protostellar
c6 · · · SiO · · · dark dark dark Protostellar
I18460-c1 · · · · · · · · · bright bright bright Protostellar
c2 · · · · · · Yes bright bright bright Protostellar
c3 · · · · · · · · · dark bright bright Protostellar
c4 · · · · · · · · · dark bright bright Protostellar
c5 · · · · · · · · · dark dark dark Prestellar
I18530-c1 Yes SiO Yes dark bright bright (UC) H II
c2 Yes · · · Yes bright bright bright (UC) H II
c3 Yes · · · · · · bright bright bright (UC) H II
c4 Yes · · · · · · bright bright bright (UC) H II
c5 · · · · · · · · · dark bright bright Protostellar
c6 Yes · · · · · · bright bright bright (UC) H II
c7 · · · · · · · · · dark dark dark Prestellar
I19074-c1 Yes · · · Yes bright bright bright (UC) H II
c2 · · · 12CO? · · · dark dark dark Protostellar
c3 · · · · · · · · · dark bright bright Protostellar
c4 · · · · · · · · · bright bright bright Protostellar
c5 Yes · · · · · · dark bright bright (UC) H II
I19220-c1 Yes · · · · · · bright bright bright (UC) H II
c2 Yes · · · · · · bright bright bright (UC) H II
c3 · · · · · · · · · dark bright bright Protostellar
c4 · · · · · · · · · dark dark dark Prestellar
c5 · · · · · · · · · bright bright bright Protostellar
I19368-c1 · · · SiO Yes bright bright bright Protostellar
c2 · · · · · · Yes bright bright bright Protostellar
Table 6 continued
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Table 6 (continued)
Core f -f emission Outflows Hot core lines 4.5 µm 24 µm 70 µm Evolutionary phase
c3 · · · · · · · · · bright bright bright Protostellar
c4 · · · · · · · · · bright bright bright Protostellar
c5 · · · · · · · · · bright bright bright Protostellar
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Table 7. Statistical properties of dense cores.
σin Trot Mcore X(NH3) α
(km s−1) (K) (M) (10−8)
Prestellar mean 0.38 13.4 31.0 4.2 0.31
Prestellar median 0.37 14.0 34.2 5.2 0.24
Protostellar mean 0.58 19.2 37.8 3.6 0.73
Protostellar median 0.55 18.7 27.5 3.0 0.73
(UC) H II mean 0.66 25.5 55.0 1.0 1.08
(UC) H II median 0.73 25.7 33.8 1.1 0.76
Overall mean 0.58 20.0 40.9 3.1 0.78
Overall median 0.55 18.7 28.2 2.1 0.70
Table 8. Properties of the 4 well-defined filaments.
Filament Device/Wavelength Fluxa κν Trot cs σin Mass Length (M/l)obs λprj (M/l)crit,th λcl,th (M/l)crit,turb λcl,turb
(Jy) (cm−2 g−1) (K) (km s−1) (km s−1) (M) (pc) (M pc−1) (pc) (M pc−1) (pc) (M pc−1) (pc)
I18308 SMA/1.3 mm 0.63 0.899 16.1 0.24 0.48 404 1.2 342 0.19 26 0.07 109 0.13
MAMBO/1.2 mm 1.99 1.06 " " " 917 1.5 605 " " " " "
I18337 SMA/1.3 mm 0.79 0.899 17.3 0.25 0.75 314 1.0 315 0.21 28 0.07 263 0.21
MAMBO/1.2 mm 4.35 1.06 " " " 1237 1.4 908 " " " " "
I19220 SMA/1.3 mm 0.39 0.899 14.7 0.23 0.44 391 2.0 199 0.40 24 0.06 91 0.12
MAMBO/1.2 mm 1.82 1.06 " " " 1318 2.0 654 " " " " "
I19368 SMA/1.3 mm 0.49 0.899 17.0 0.24 0.60 267 1.2 228 0.23 28 0.07 169 0.17
SCUBA2/850 µm 6.81 1.97 " " " 845 2.0 417 " " " " "
aReferences for bolometer array data: MAMBO/1.2 mm – Beuther et al. (2002a); SCUBA2/850 µm – Eden et al. (2017).
